
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Grit - that’s what Teddy Roosevelt was talking about, and that is what our Paratroopers have displayed 
throughout the deployment. Our team has demonstrated determination and resolve – our Troopers find a way 
to win! 
 
Task Force White Devil is one month away from going home, and has started to prepare for redeployment. 
Our Troopers are excited to return home to reunite with their families and loved ones. These last weeks will be 
focused on reintegration briefs, lots of packing, and welcoming the next task force to CL Dwyer.  
 
Over the past several days, Task Force White Devil conducted its battalion awards ceremony to recognize  
Paratroopers for their hard work, demonstrated professionalism, and leadership. The Baltimore Ravens     
cheerleader team visited CL Dwyer and put on an amazing show that boosted morale and provided excitement 
for all the Paratroopers. We conducted an indoor and outdoor Super Bowl party for all Soldiers and civilians 
on CL Dwyer. The USO recently visited CL Dwyer and provided waffles, prizes, and games for all in the    
formation to enjoy. The White Devils also welcomed three new lieutenants to the task force during our  
February hail and farewell.   
 
Over the course of the deployment, White Devils have worked hard to accomplish the mission and win where 
they fight. They have been resilient, brave, and tactically ready every day. Our Paratroopers have refreshed 
and trained on their Airborne tasks, and are ready to return home and jump out of a perfectly good aircraft.  
 
The 2-504th PIR Troopers are deeply grateful for the care, service, and support from  
all the families, veterans, and civilians who have sent letters and care packages. Without  
Your continuous support and love, our Paratroopers wouldn’t be able to accomplish the  
mission. You are an essential part of our success and the White Devils thank you for  
all you do!  
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“ In this life I honor beyond measure those who do their full duty, but I do not pity them, I admire 

them– and all the more because the doing of duty generally means pain, hardship, self-mastery, 
self-denial, endurance of risk, of labor, of irksome monotony, wearing effort, steady perseverance 

under difficulty and discouragement.” 

-Teddy Roosevelt  
July, 1903 



Greetings from Afghanistan! This will be our last newsletter from     
Afghanistan, as the next few weeks will be full of preparations for    
redeployment and conducting a relief in place with the Soldiers      
replacing us. Havoc Troopers will begin the redeployment process in 
late February/early March. Specific flight information and timelines 
will be available through the vFRG system. As we prepare to head 
home, our Paratroopers have continued to execute their day-to-day 
combat missions with professionalism and high esprit de corps. 
 
In the past month we’ve continued to provide indirect fire support, 
medical support, and mission command for the Battalion’s mission. 

We’ve loaded our containers and begun the process of moving out of our housing here in order to make 
room for the incoming unit. Once they arrive, our focus will be on handing over our mission set to them, and 
final packing and training before we fly out of Afghanistan. 
 
Congratulations to SSG Cain, our Mortar Platoon Sergeant, for his induction into the Audie Murphy Club.    
Additional congratulations go out to SPC Yoon (SCTs), SPC O’Connor (S6), SPC Rodriquez (HQ), SGT Cosby 
(MTR), SGT Delgado (S6), SGT Watson (HQ), and SGT Jarvis (M777) for their selection for promotion at the 
battalion promotion board. 
 
As we reach the end of our deployment, we continue to be amazed by the constant hard work, discipline, and 

professionalism displayed by our Havoc Paratroopers. For the 

past 8 months, they have executed every single thing asked of 

them to a high standard in a challenging combat environment. 

1SG and I could not have asked for a better group of Troopers, 

and we are both tremendously proud to be part of the White 

Devil team as we close this latest chapter in the storied       

history of this incredible unit. See you all at Green Ramp soon! 

 

CPT Aaron Price and 1SG Stuart Sword 

HEADQUARTERS AND HEADQUARTERS COMPANY - AFGHANISTAN 

LTC Kuhlman fires a 155mm howitzer. 

SSG Cain is inducted into the Sergeant Audie 
Murphy Club. 

The Scout Platoon conducts a re-enlistment ceremony. 



With about four weeks left in the deployment, the Blackhearts are staged to finish our  

deployment on a high note. By the time we depart, we will have completed over 620 

separate missions in support of Operation Freedom’s Sentinel and Operation Resolute 

Support 17-18. We have demonstrably left the ongoing mission in a better place than 

when we originally inherited it, having had significant, measurable effects on enemy   

operations in the Kandahar region. Every Paratrooper in the company has excelled     

during this deployment; working together as platoons and sections. The Heathens,     

Renegades, Khaos, Devil’s Rejects, Misfit and Joker elements have accomplished          

objectives on par with much larger organizations and proven once again that the        

Paratroopers of the 82nd Airborne Division are a step above.  

 

In the time we have remaining in theatre as we prepare to welcome and integrate our 

replacements from Fort Carson, Colorado, we are keeping extremely busy executing 

training that will set the company up for success in the first few months back at Bragg. 

By the time we leave Afghanistan, every junior Paratrooper in the Blackhearts will be 

trained and qualified on the M9 pistol, the M500 shotgun, the M4 carbine, the M249 squad automatic   

weapon, the M240 machine gun, and the M320 grenade launcher. We will also have more than half our 

young Paratroopers trained and qualified on the M14 enhanced battle rifle, the AT4 launcher, and the M3  

recoilless rifle. By accomplishing this volume of training here, the company will be fully prepared to continue 

leading the way in the battalion in lethality and readiness, and more importantly reserving as much time as  

possible upon return for Families that would otherwise be spent training.  

 

This will be the final newsletter we send out from Afghanistan. The FRG will be sending email updates by 

vFRG when the time comes to announce that Blackhearts are enroute to Kuwait, and then again when they  

depart Kuwait for Bragg. We intend to give Families as much lead time to plan travel if coming from out of 

state to greet your Paratroopers upon return.  

 

As I’ve been saying for nearly two years now, the Blackhearts are a unique organization that hit far above our 

weight class solely because we have such a dedicated, selfless, and exceptional team of Paratroopers and   

Families. This has not been an easy deployment, or an easy year leading up to it, but our team dominated in  

every regard thanks to you. We’ll see you all back at Bragg! 

 

CPT John Leisinger and 1SG Aaron Sirmin  

ALPHA COMPANY (BLACKHEARTS) - AFGHANISTAN 

Alpha Company Fire Team and Squad Live Fire Exercises  

SSG Sabbath and SSG Myers are 
formally  inducted into the  

Sergeant Audie Murphy Club. 



Redeployment is quickly approaching! 
 
The efforts of TM Bravo over the past 8 months have been 
phenomenal.  Your Troopers have conducted over 200 patrols 
to include over 70 key leader engagements, 55 quick reaction 
force responses, 25 fire missions, 45 reconnaissance aircraft 
flights, and over 72,000 hours of perimeter security. They have 
disrupted insurgent activity in our area of operations and     
enabled our Afghan partners to grow stronger here in          
Helmand Province. 
 
As we approach the last 30 days, know our Troopers are     
staying focused until the very end as we welcome the           
incoming task force coming from Fort Carson, Colorado. We 
know Families are very curious about the redeployment timeline and how things will work back at Ft. Bragg. 
First, ensure your Trooper has placed who he wants contacted on our FRG roster. Second, sign up for the 
vFRG page at https://www.armyfrg.org.  Third, if you haven’t heard from our key callers or received emails 
from our company FRG, please contact bcowhitedevilfrg@gmail.com and provide your contact info and 
Trooper’s name. 
 
As the weeks get closer, we will be able to provide a more refined window of when your Trooper will be  
coming home. Flights do not become “locked in” until only a few days out. Even then, aircraft availability and 
maintenance can cause shifts even the day of. The virtual FRG is the best place to receive these updates. The 
FRG key callers will call family members with the final flight time when their Paratrooper is on their way to 
Fort Bragg. Once at Bragg, Families will meet their Troopers at Green Ramp for a short ceremony and they 
will be moved to the Company areas for a final close out and equipment turn-in. Maps can be found on the 
vFRG page. 
 
Outside of redeployment and combat operations, Troopers executed squad live fire training this month on CL 
Dwyer. Under the leadership of squad leaders like SSG Varley, SSG Rogers, and SGT Connors, all squads did 
an excellent job. This event was a critical step in recertifying the team this summer. The platoons also       
conducted numerous marksmanship ranges to make sure we are as lethal as possible. 
 
We look forward to seeing you in the coming weeks! 
 
Promotions: Congratulations to SPC(P) Snyder and SPC(P) Carpenter for passing the 
promotion board this month. Congratulations to SGT Slater on his promotion to 
SGT. 
 
CPT Brian Sells and 1SG Jose Barreiro 

BRAVO COMPANY (BAD COMPANY) - AFGHANISTAN 

Team Bravo Squad Live Fires 

Team Bravo Squad Live Fires 

Team Bravo  



Charlie Company Families and Friends, 
 
We are quickly approaching the last days of this deployment and are looking       
forward to seeing you all at Green Ramp. However, our mission continues and we 
are staying vigilant. For our final update we wanted to take a minute to highlight 
some of the accomplishments of your Paratroopers during our deployment.     
Charlie company has conducted over 300 patrols, 30 key leader engagements, 40 
60mm fire missions, 6,500 hours of base security, and 100 hours of UAS flights. We 
have had 15 Paratroopers reenlist, over 25 promotions, and awarded dozens of 
Paratroopers for their excellent service. Since our arrival, Charlie Company and  
the rest of Task Force White Devil, has continually improved our foxhole. Whether 
with improvements to our base, our equipment, or refining how we conduct      
operations, Charlie Company has made its mark. We have also continued to train, 
conducting weekly weapons ranges, team and squad live fire exercises, and the 
Mortar Training Evaluation Program.  
 
As the redeployment process begins we will make every effort to push out accurate and timely information. 
At this time the planned method of communication is the vFRG website https://www.armyfrg.org/. Once you 
are properly registered on this site you will be able to view flight info about your Paratrooper’s movement 
back to the states. This info will be available near the time the flight leaves. Updates will also be pushed out 
via Army E-Messaging System, this system will send messages to the phone numbers your Paratroopers     
provide for the company FRG roster. 
 
The following Paratroopers raised their hand to continue to serve their nation by re-enlisting during this past 
month. We appreciate your commitment, and selfless service, and we thank your Families as well who      
continue to serve alongside you.   
-SSG Hinnenkamp 
-CPL Anguiano 
-SPC Verneuil 
 
Congratulations to the following Paratroopers who were selected for promotion:  
SPC Eldredge 
SPC Jampole 
 
Finally, congratulations to SPC Leonetti who won the Battalion Soldier of the Month Board, his hard work and 

determination reflect great pride on himself and the entire organization. We have no doubt that SPC Leonetti 

will continue to achieve greatness in his career. 

CPT Alex Sayre and 1SG Adam Breeding 

CHARLIE COMPANY (CHARLIE ROCK) - AFGHANISTAN 

Charlie Company  

Paratrooper conducting 

Live Fire Exercise. 



Our Danger Company Paratroopers with both TF White Devil 
in Afghanistan and TF Gun Devil in Kosovo are now well    
within 45 days of redeployment. Overseas, your Paratrooper 
will start doing all the tasks you might envision to prepare for 
a hand off to the next unit: consolidating briefings, fixing 
equipment, and packing containers, all the while continuing 
to patrol and strike to ensure a safe and secure environment. 
We all intend to set up the next unit to start at a better level 
and reach even higher achievements and levels of            
effectiveness. The days will certainly get longer before they 
get shorter, but that is necessary so we can ensure our     
readiness for the mission, and that any opposing forces are        
disrupted in their goals during this transition.  
 
However, the biggest transition we will all face is the return home and reintegration with our love ones.     
Reintegration is more than just one event. It is a process that starts now! Both service member and Family 
members change on deployments—not better or worse, just different. On both sides, we have possibly            
experienced more control in our daily lives, more proficiency to problem solve for ourselves, different daily 
rhythms, or new cohesive relationships both at home and abroad. It is not uncommon for either service     
member or Family member to feel emotions reminiscent of the deployment or large positive and negative 
emotional swings as all parties begin to create new norms and behaviors together again.  
 
Acceptance and communication will be critical for all of us to reintegrate properly. Maybe there are fun, new 
family traditions or ways to connect that your Family can create. With good connection and communication 
you and your loved ones will be able to compare expectations of roles in an active and constructive manner 
to blend each side’s new found strengths developed over the deployment. In these days and weeks before     
redeployment, we recommend you reach out to your Paratrooper to discuss some of these transitions.  
 
As always, please remain tied in with your FRG key caller for any big changes in your location or contact     
information so we can ensure you can be updated in a timely manner! Please do not ever hesitate to reach 
out with questions or concerns. Thank you for all you do! It is a truly humbling experience to serve you and 
your Paratrooper.  
 
CPT Ryan Orsini and 1SG Edward Michel 

DELTA COMPANY (DANGER COMPANY) - KOSOVO 

Paratroopers running through 
the breach during a combined 
Air Assault training exercise. 

A squad exits the helicopter and conducts their air 
assault. 



Families and friends, 

 

February did not slow down as we raced toward the finish. 

 

1PLT (Sappers) continue Route Clearance Operations ISO CTF Devil Strike 
Brave Hearts at Kandahar Airfield (KAF). 1PLT has managed to complete 
squad live fires at KAF while still maintaining focus on their daily RCP    
operations ensuring mobility within the ground defense area. 

 

2PLT (RCP) conducted squad live fires executing a complicated breach   
using brazier charges. They reinforced the perimeter with over 600 meters of triple standard concertina wire 
obstacles. 2/B also cleared the MORTEP impact area, destroying several UXOs that were located in the        
anti-vehicular ditch allowing 3/B to continue construction operations in that section. 

 

3PLT (LE) finished improving the anti-vehicular ditch that surrounds CL Dwyer. They promoted SPC Myers and 
SPC Dobbins to Corporal and reenlisted CPL Dobbins. 

 

With redeployment right around the corner, Bravo Company has            
completed all redeployment tasks including: APFTs, re-qualifying on all 
weapon systems, medical examinations, and have concluded inventories 
in preparation for equipment outload. 

   

We are excited to be reunited with all our loved ones soon! 

 

 
CPT Petty Spurgeon and 1SG Jermaine Bruce   
 
 
 

SAPPER COMPANY (BARBARIANS IN THE BREACH) - AFGHANISTAN 

Bravo 127 Live Fire Excercise 

B 127 Paratroopers working on CL Dwyer Base Perimeter Security. 

Bravo 127 EN BN 



 Distinguished Member of the Regiment  

 

SGT (R) Edmound Moorehead was recognized as a    

Distinguished Member of the 504th Regiment for his 

actions during WWII. His son, Alan Moorehead,          

received the certificate on his father’s behalf.  This is 

an amazing story to tell for Alan, since he works as a      

civilian contractor in CL Dwyer. He would’ve never    

imagined he would be working alongside Paratroopers 

from the same battalion his dad was assigned to as a 

squad leader during WWII.   

 

SGT (R) Edmound Moorehead was part of the 3rd 

Mortar Platoon, 2nd Battalion, 504th PIR during the 

invasion of Italy, Operation AVALANCHE. He was part of the regiment when it earned the official motto: 

“Strike Hold.”  SGT (R) Moorehead was the Squad Leader and along with Corporal Courtney, the gunner, they 

materially contributed to breaking up the German attack on Unnumbered Hill.  

 

The following is an excerpt from the book Our Salvation by Tyler Fox:  

 

Sergeant Moorehead was unable to pinpoint the new German positions accurately enough for Courtney to 

mortar. So, without regard for himself, he took his jump jacket off and started waving it around like a flag. 

The German gun positions opened up on him—he now had them. “We’ve called in fire from the Navy. So I 

thought, ‘Uh Oh,’ the Navy’s ten miles away. But anyhow, in a few minutes we heard this gun way off (in the 

distance) fire. That shell, you could see it coming in, it was about like a five-hundred-pound bomb. It was a 

phosphorus shell.” For Moorehead’s action of exposing himself to enemy fire, he was awarded the Silver Star 

Medal.  

 

SGT (R) Moorehead also helped secure the surrender of the Italian garrison in 

Sciacca. In reflection, SGT Moorehead wrote: “It was a few minutes, when no 

shots were fired at me, did I use some 30 words in Italian that I learned just the 

three days before we were ordered into C-47s to fly and jump onto Sicily behind 

the lines which of course was a military disaster for the 504th as our own Navy 

shot down some 24 of our C-47s…  It was my first public speaking attempt where 

I told loudly the Italians that we Americans do not want to fight Italians – only 

Germans. I urged them to give up saying and pointing to my rear that we had 

many Italian-American paratroopers who will not fight Italian soldiers. This was 

repeated as more Italians came to all windows… After some 10 minutes I urged 

the Italians to come to me and celebrate the end of the war between Italy and 

the USA. It worked, Italian soldiers rushed to me dropping their arms, some 1,200 soldiers.”  

1LT(P) WILMARIE FLORES 

2-504 HISTORICAL CORNER - 1LT(P) WILMARIE FLORES 

Alan Moorehead receiving his father’s induction certificate as 
a Distinguished Member of the 504th Regiment  

SGT (R) Edmound Moorehead  


